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CITIZEN PETITION . 

The undersigned, on behalf of Pfizer Inc (“Pfizer”), submit this petition under 

sections 505(b) and (i) of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (“FDCA” or 

“the Act”) and sections 21 C.F.R. 8 10.25 and 3 10.30 to request that the 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs (“FDA” or “the Agency”) adhere to the statutory 

limitations of section 505(‘j)(5)(B)(iv) of the Act in issuing final approvals to ANDA 

applicants. The recent public announcements of Alpharma Inc. and Teva 

Pharmaceutical Industries, Ltd. of a business arrangement with respect to the 

marketing of gabapentin capsules suggest that Alpharma’s subsidiary Purepac 

Pharmaceutical Co. intends to “permit” Teva to share some of its 180-day 

“exclusivity” period under Section 505@(5)(B)(iv) of the Federal Food Drug and 

Cosmetics Act (“FDCA”). In return, Teva apparently intends to pay sales-based 

compensation to Purepac and in some unspecified manner “share” Purepac’s 

potential risk for patent infringement damages Purepac might incur as a result of its 

own gabapentin sales. Thus, while marketing generic gabapentin under its own 

abbreviated new drug application (“ANDA”), Purepac also seeks to generate 

additional economic benefit by purporting to authorize FDA to approve Teva’s 

ANDA before the statutory bar on approval has expired. 



A. Action Requested 

Pfizer requests that: 

1) FDA acknowledge that the “market exclusivity” awarded by section 

505@(5)(B)(iv) to the first-filed ANDA containing a paragraph (iv) 

certification is not a right or asset subject to transfer or waiver in favor of 

one or more specified subsequent ANDA applicants. The plain language 

of section 505($(5)(B)(iv) bars approval of subsequent ANDAs until 

180 days after the earlier of the events specified by statute. 

2) FDA deny any request that the Agency issue final approval to Teva’s 

ANDAs 75-435 and 75-827, or any other ANDA for gabapentin capsules 

or tablets, until the prerequisites of section 505@(5)(B)(iv) of the Act, as 

in effect on December 7,2003, are met; i.e., 180 days after the earlier of 

(a) Purepac beginning commercial marketing of the drug product 

approved under its ANDA or (b) a decision of a court from which no 

appeal can be taken as to the validity of U.S. patent number 6,054,482 or 

the noninfringing nature of any of the pending applications. A prompt 

and favorable response to Pfizer’s request is essential to foreclose 

damage to any of the parties resulting from unwarranted expectations 

that FDA may act in violation of FDCA in giving effect to the 

arrangement contemplated by Purepac and Teva. 

3) FDA deny any similar request for transfer or waiver of the statutory bar 

set forth in section 505@(5)(B)(iv). 

B. Statement of Grounds 

Pfizer Inc holds a number of authorizations to market gabapentin, which 
Pfizer, through its subsidiary Warner-Lambert, obtained by filing New Drug 
Applications containing detailed and proprietary studies under Section 505(b)( 1) of 

FDCA. Pfizer has not transferred, licensed or accorded any right of reference in the 
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data supporting its gabapentin NDAs to any ANDA applicant. Pfizer markets 

gabapentin under the trade name Neurontin@. 

The recent decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of 

Columbia Circuit in Purepac Pharm. Co. v. Thompson, 354 F.3d 877 (D.C. Cir. 

2004) held that Purepac’s ANDA for gabapentin capsules was the first ANDA to be 

filed containing a so-called paragraph (iv) certification with respect to U.S. patent 

number 6,054,482 (exp. April 25,2017) (the “‘482 patent”). Pursuant to the court’s 

ruling, no other ANDA for gabapentin capsules, including Teva’s ANDAs, can be 

made effective before the date which is 180 days after either Purepac commences 

commercial marketing or the ‘482 patent is held invalid or not infringed by final 

judgment from which no appeal may be taken. Patent litigation with respect of the 

‘482 patent is ongoing in the District of New Jersey against Purepac, Teva and a 

number of other ANDA applicants, but no judgment has been entered. Purepac, 

however, has had an approval for its gabapentin capsules since September 12,2003 

and thus is free to commence marketing under FDCA subject to the requirements of 

the patent laws. Purepac has not yet commenced marketing but apparently intends 

to do so in the near future pursuant to its arrangement with Teva. 

Pfizer believes that Purepac’s attempted authorization or approval of Teva’s 

ANDA is unfounded under FDCA and that FDA cannot shorten the 180-day waiting 

period imposed on Teva’s ANDAs by Section 505@(5)(B)(iv). As explained 

below, there is no statutory basis for FDA to convert the benefit Purepac receives 

from this statutory waiting period into an alienable property right from which 

Purepac can derive economic benefit independent of gabapentin sales. While FDA 

may once have proposed a rule authorizing “exclusivity waivers”, that proposed rule 

properly was withdrawn for legal and public policy reasons. The plain language of 
the statute, and the statute’s intent of “protecting both the interests of drug 

manufacturers who produce new drugs and the interests of generic drug 
manufacturers and their consumers, “Abbott Laboratories v. Young, 920 F.2d 984, 

985 (D.C. Cir. 1985), compel FDA to grant the relief requested. 
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I. The Plain and Unambiguous Lawuape of FDCA Bars Accelerated 
Approval of TEVA’s Pendiw Gabapentin ANDAs 

The plain and unambiguous language of Section 505(j)(5)(B)(iv)’ governs 

the effective date for approval of Teva’s pending ANDAs for gabapentin capsules 

and tablets. 

If the application contains a certification described in 
subclause (IV) of paragraph (2)(A)(vii) and is for a 
drug for which a previous application has been 
submitted under this subsection continuing [sic] such 
a certification, the application shall be made effective 
not earlier than one hundred and eighty days after - 

(I) the date the Secretary receives notice from 
the applicant under the previous application of the 
first commercial marketing of the drug under the 
previous application, or 

(II) the date of a decision of a court in an 
action described in clause (iii) holding the patent 
which is the subject of the certification to be invalid 
or not infringed, 

whichever is earlier. 

Teva’s gabapentin capsule ANDA and tablet ANDA both contain paragraph 

(iv) statements and both were filed after Purepac’s corresponding applications 

containing paragraph (iv) certifications. Thus, Teva’s applications can be approved 

only upon the expiration of the 180-day waiting period imposed by FDCA. Nothing 

in Section (‘j)(S)(B)(iv) admits of any exception to this waiting period; nor is there 

any other statutory language authorizing Purepac, or indeed FDA, to lift this bar. 

Indeed, when FDA previously attempted to accelerate approval of later-filed 

ANDAs under its “successful defense” rule, the United States Court of Appeals for 

the District of Columbia rejected FDA’s interpretation of FDCA. Mova 

’ The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003 (“MMA”) 
significantly revised the provisions of 21 U.S.C. §355(j)(5)(B)(iv). However, the revised provisions 
do not apply to these ANDAs as they were pending prior to the enactment of the MMA. 
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Pharmaceutical Corp. v. Shalala, 140 F.3d 1060 (D.C. Cir. 1998). Notwithstanding 

FDA’s public policy rationale for the “successful defense” rule, the court could not 

accept an interpretation that “permits later applications to be approved even though 

neither trigger has been satisfied.” Id. at 1069. Similarly, courts have overturned 

FDA’s interpretation of “a court decision” as contrary to the plain language of the 

statute; Teva Pharmaceuticals, USA, Inc. v. FDA, 182 F.3d 1099 (D.C. Cir. 1999); 

Torpharm, Inc. v. Shalala, 1997 WL 33472411 (D.D.C. Sep 15, 1997).2 These 

decisions make clear that the Agency’s role in administering 21 U.S.C. 

§355(‘j)(5)(B)(iv) is to apply the language as written. 

As the 4* Circuit noted in reaching a conclusion identical to that reached by 

the D.C. Circuit in Mova, 

Congress has plainly laid out the requirements for the 
180-day exclusivity period in the statute (albeit in 
tortured language), and, thus, our inquiry into 
Congressional intent must end there. Having found 
the exclusivity requirements embodied in the statutory 
language of 21 U.S. C.A. $355@(4)(B)(iv) clear and 
conclusive, we are bound to hold invalid any attempt 
to alter the terms of that statute. 

Granutec, Inc. v. Shalala, 1998 U.S. App. LEXIS 6685 at *20 (April 3, 1998) 

(unpublished disposition). 

Thus, the plain language must govern and defeat Purepac’s effort to turn the benefit 

it derives from the statutory bar against final approval of Teva’s application into a 

marketable asset comparable to a bonaJide property right. 

’ In the MMA, Congress specifically addressed this issue by more clearly defining the type of court 
decision that would operate as a “forfeiture event” and the terms of that “forfeiture” of the 180-day 
advantage, after which all approved ANDA applicants would be able to enter the market. 
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II. Purepac and Teva Cannot Properly Rely on FDA’s Now-Withdrawn 
1999 Rulemaking Proposal 

In August of 1999, FDA proposed a comprehensive set of rules governing 

so-called generic “exclusivity” under Section 505@(5)(B)(iv). 180 Day Generic 

Exclusivity for Abbreviated New Drug Applications and Proposed Rule, 64 Fed. 

Reg. 42873 (Aug. 6, 1999). In these proposals, FDA set forth certain situations in 

which a first-filed ANDA holder would be required to “forfeit” the benefit of the 

effectiveness bar imposed on subsequent ANDA filers, id. at 42877-79, and also 

proposed to allow first-filed ANDA holders to waive the limitation applicable to 

subsequent ANDA filers in whole or in part. Id. at 4288 1. FDA never adopted the 

proposed rule and, in fact, withdrew it with a pledge to “regulate directly from the 

statute and [other] applicable regulations,” 67 Fed. Reg. 66593 (Nov. 1,2002). 

Nevertheless, and despite continuing judicial signals that FDA should not depart 

from the express provisions of FDCA, Purepac and Teva apparently believe that 

FDA will continue to adhere to the waiver authorization proposed in the 

rulemaking. FDA should immediately advise these parties and the generic drug 

community generally that this belief is unfounded. 

A. The 1999 Waiver Proposal Was Based on a Faultv Analog 

In addition to conflicting with the language of Section 505 (j)(S)(B)(iv), 

FDA’s 1999 “waiver” proposal mistakenly relied on a prior FDA interpretation of 

Section 505@(5)(D) of the Act. Section (j)(5)(D) precludes ANDA filing for a 

period of five years following approval of an NDA for a new molecular entity or 

ANDA approval for three years following approval of an NDA amendment relying 

on new clinical investigations. It is intended to protect the interests of pioneer 

companies holding NDAs whose extensive proprietary testing provides support for 
ANDA filers. The statutory delays imposed by section 505@(5)(D) are dependent 
upon the subsequent applicant’s reliance on and reference to the data contained in 
the listed drug’s NDA or NDA supplement. Thus, FDA was acting consistently 
with those proprietary interests when it concluded in 1994 that “the submission or 
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approval of an ANDA when the holder of the exclusivity permits FDA to receive or 

approve the ANDA” could be authorized under Section 505(j)(S)(D). 59 Fed. Reg. 

50338,50359 (Oct. 3, 1994). 

In explaining this interpretation of Section 505(j)(D), FDA made clear that 

“exclusivity” -- that is, the statutory delay in approving later applications -- was not 

in and of itself a transferable commodity: 

New drug exclusivity is not a property right, but is 
rather a statutory obligation on the agency. This 
statutory obligation is based on data and information 
in an approved application. Although an applicant 
may purchase an application or rights to data and 
information in an application (i.e., exclusive rights to 
a new clinical investigation), from which exclusivity 
would flow, there is no property right to exclusivity 
itself that can be transferred separately and apart 
from the application or data upon which exclusivity is 
based. 

Id. (emphasis added). 

The now-withdrawn 1999 proposal to permit first-filed ANDA holders to 

“waive” 1 SO-day exclusivity in favor of a selected subsequent applicant collided 

with, rather than complemented, the 1994 rulemaking. Unlike the NDA holder who 

owns the proprietary data on which all ANDA filers rely, and who can transfer or 

assign rights in those data at its discretion, the first-filed ANDA applicant holds no 

transferable asset, and “no property right to exclusivity itself.” See id. The ANDA 

approval bar imposed by Section 505@(5)(B)(iv) creates a period of market 

“exclusivity” for the first-filer, but, as FDA made clear in the 1994 rulemaking, that 

statutory benefit is not a transferable asset or property right. 

B. The Decision in Boehringer Ingelheim Corp. v. ShalaZa Cannot 
Justifv “Waiver” In DeroPatioe of the Data Rights of an NDA 
Holder 

In Boehringer Ingelheim Corp. v. Shalala, 993 F. Supp. 1 (D.D.C. 1997), a 
district judge declined “at this early juncture” to issue a temporary restraining order 
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to prevent FDA from approving a subsequently filed ANDA during the 1 go-day 

“exclusivity” period when the first-filed ANDA holder had “waived” with respect to 

the approved applicant. In its brief analysis, the District Court held that FDA’s 
decision to implement the waiver was reasonable because it accelerated generic 

competition when the first filer was unwilling, or unable, to commence commercial 

marketing. Id. at 2. The Boehringer Ingelheim opinion, however, cannot support or 

justify the proposed Purepac/Teva arrangement. 

The later decision of the Court of Appeals in Mova considered and rejected 

the rationale of Boehringer IngeZheim. Speaking to the argument that FDA could go 
beyond the statutory language of FDCA to accelerate generic marketing by 

subsequent ANDA filers, the Court said: 

The second applicant, even though it has designed its 
product well and avoided suit, is barred from selling 
its product until the first applicant’s lawsuit finishes 
(maybe years later). The ingenious second applicant 
is thus harmed, and the public is deprived of the fruits 
of its ingenuity--a result seemingly at odds with 
Congress’s apparent purposes, in enacting section 
355@(5)(B)(iv), of rewarding innovation and 
bringing generic drugs to market quickly. . . . 

Yet we are not persuaded that this. . . anomaly 
suffices to show that a literal reading of the statute 
leads to results manifestly inconsistent with the 
intent of Congress. The legislative history of section 
355@(5)(B)(iv) is limited, and fails utterly to specify 
or even provide any signals as to whether Congress 
intended that a second ANDA applicant who was not 
sued for patent infringement would have to wait until 
one of the statutory triggers was satisfied, or instead 
be able to immediately market its product. Congress 
may very well never even have thought about this 
question. But it is not inconceivable that Congress 
meant what the statute says, i.e., that the second 
applicant would have to waitfor the first lawsuit to 
finish. 
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140 F.3d at 1072 (emphasis added). Thus the Court of Appeals has clearly 

confirmed that, contrary to the district court’s approach in Boehringer Ingdheim, 

the plain words of the statute govern the approval of ANDAs under Section 

505(j)(5)(B)(iv). 

C. The 1999 Proposal Did Not Support the Policv of the Hatch- 
Waxman Amendments to FDCA 

The Hatch-Waxman amendments to FDCA represent a compromise between 

advancing the public interest in expediting and simplifying FDA approval of 

generic drugs and acknowledging the proprietary rights, including patent rights, of 

NDA holders. While, on first impression, permitting the transfer or assignment by 

“waiver” of 180-day exclusivity might appear to support accelerated availability of 

generic drugs, it does not acknowledge the statutory protection accorded NDA 

holders’ proprietary data. In addition, opening the door to using first-filed status as 

a property right raises other serious policy concerns. 

The 180-day approval delay is intended to benefit prudent ANDA filers who 

are the first to file an ANDA application containing a paragraph (iv) certification 

who believe that they can commercially market a generic product and have a bona 

fide challenge to the validity or coverage of patents listed by the NDA holder. As 

FDA noted in promulgating its proposed rules implementing the Hatch-Waxman 

Amendments, 

Every other exclusivity provision in the 1984 
Amendments begins with date of approval of the 
application. Congress’ decision to begin the 180-day 
period under section 505@(4)(B)(iv)(I) of the act 
from “the first commercial marketing of the drug,” 
rather than from the effective date of the ANDA, 
serves a rational policy only if Congress contemplated 
a situation in which an approval of an ANDA is in 
effect but the applicant’s decision not to market the 
drug deserves to be protected because a delay in 
marketing serves the public interest. 

54 Fed. Reg. 28872,28894 (July 10,1989) 
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Allowing the first-filer to await the outcome of its patent challenge serves 
the public interest by allowing that filer to gain the benefit of the reward Congress 

intended without imposing, in a factual vacuum, an obligation to market 

imprudently. If the language of Section 505(j)(S)(B)(iv) is interpreted as written, 

generic companies will strive to file applications expeditiously where there is a 

reasonable prospect of ANDA approval, commercial marketing and successful 

patent litigation. In other words, the decision to file as contemplated by Hatch- 

Waxrnan would necessarily entail a serious business commitment and patent 

position justifying the 180-day exclusivity benefit. 

On the other hand, with free alienability, an ANDA applicant can seek gain 

by producing a tileable - even if not ultimately approvable - application, thus 

vesting a new and potentially lucrative “waiver” asset. FDA would then have to 

devote even more resources to ensuring at the threshold that ANDA applications 

represented bonafide commercial initiatives. Similarly, with free alienability, an 

ANDA applicant with a weak patent position could speculate on the possibility that 

a subsequent applicant will come forward with a non-infringing product and drag 

out patent litigation, thus making good on the speculative filing. The Hatch- 

Waxman amendments were not intended to burden the courts with patent litigation 

induced by ANDA filers whose intention is to secure a marketable “exclusivity” 

rather than a commercial drug marketing opportunity. FDA’s acquiescence in deals 

such as the one contemplated by Purepac and Teva invites and encourages 

speculation in “exclusivities”, not investment in development of ANDA products 

that don’t infringe on data and know how protected by valid patents 

.C. Environmental Impact 

The subject matter of this petition is not within any of the categories of 

action for which an environmental assessment is required pursuant to 21 C.F.R. 

3 25.22 (1999), and is exempt pursuant to 21 C.F.R. 0 25.30(h) (1999) in that it is 

concerned with FDA’s procedures in administering the Act. 
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D. Economic Impact 

Not requested. 

E. Certification 

The undersigned certify, that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, this 

petition includes all information and views on which the petition relies, and that it 

includes representative data and information known to the petitioners that are 

unfavorable to the petition. 

William A. McGrath 
WILEY REIN & FIELDING LLP 
1776 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
Telephone 202.7 19.7000 
Facsimile 202.719.7024 

Counsel for Pfizer Inc 

Bee: Daniel E. Troy, Chief Counsel 
Elizabeth H. Dickinson, 0ffice of Chief Counsel 
Gary J. Buehler, Director, Office of Generic Drugs 
Joan Janulis, Purepac Pharmaceutical Co, 
Deborah A. Jaskot, Teva Pharmaceutical Industries, Ltd 
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Alpharma INC. - Alpharma and Teva Enter Into Agreement Relating to Gabapentin 

Lees, 4 . m  z Alpharma Inc. ~~~~~:AL~~, a leading global specialty ~h~rrna~eut~~al 
c~rn~~~y, today announced it has entered into an agraamant with Teva ~~arrna~a~t~~al ~nd~stri~s~ Ltd (“Teva”) 

regar gaba~a~tin ~a~s~~as and tab~ats, the generic version of ~~ur~~t~~~, a product with annoys brand 

sales of over $2 b~l~~~n. The ~gr~~rn@nt ~r~v~d~~ for Tewa to share a ~~~~~n of A~~harma’s ~~t~ntia~ patent 

ljtigati~n risks rag~rding a ab~~entin launch and permits Teva to taunch gab~p~nt~n ~ithjn Af~harma’~ 

The agraam~nt alsa provides 6~ certain ~aymants to Alpharma based an Teva’s sales during 

the ax~~~~ivity period and i~~~~d~s certain obligations far the snappy and purchase of gaba~e~tin active 

pharmaceutical in 

“Wt; are excited to e;nter into this agraam~nt with Teva,” c~mmentad l~grjd Wiik, ~ras~d~nt and Chief ~xe~~t~v~ 

barma. “This alliance greatly enhances our !aunch prospects far gab~~antin and will ex 

~~ns~rn~r access to this im~o~ant gr#wi~ prudent at fav~rabla p&es.” 

In 2803, the U~jted States Food and DPU Adrn~n~stratj~n (FDA) grunted Al~harma final approval for ga 

100 mg, 300 mg and 4X mg ~a~s~~es and ~~n~rrnad that the c~rn~~~~y is ~~ig~b~a for 180 day market ~x~l~sjvi 

WI these ca~su~as. The ~~rn~a~y is awaitj~g final FDA approval for the f%O mg and 8W mg gabapant~n tablets 

ecis ~~n~rrnati~~ that it has secured ax~lusiv~~ for tabfets as well. Apotex (a ga~~r~~ ~rn~atit~r~ has 
again ~hal~~ngad A~~b~rrna’s ~lig~bi~~ty for @x~~~sivity in the U.S. ~~str~~t Caurt and this ~~t~gat~~n is ~n~gQ~ng. The 

c~rn~any is also jnv~lved in patent litigation with Pfizer garding g~bap~~tin. 

A~~harma tnc. (NYSE: AL8) is a growing spac~~~ty p~~rrna~e~ti~a~ ~~rn~any with ~x~and~~g global ~~ad~rsh~~ 

&lions in ~r~d~~t~ for humans and a~jmals. ~ni~~a~y ~siti#n~d ta expand ~~tern~ti~~al~y, A~~harma is 

~r~s~nt~y active in more than 60 countries. Al~harma is the $45 manufa~turar of generic: pharmaceutical products 
in the U.S., ~~~r~ng sotid, liquid and fopicajl pharma~~ut~~ais. It is also one of the largest rn~~ufa~tur~r~ of 

dose ph~rrna~~ut~c~ls in Europe, with a growing presence in southeast Asia. Alpharma is among 
the wartd’s goading pr~du~ar~ of several irn~~~ant ~harma~e~tical~grad~ bulk ~ntibi~t~~s and is int~rna~i~nal~y 

as a ~aadi~g provider af ~~~arrna~auti~al products for poultry, swine, cattle, and vaccines far farmed- 

http:l /~.alpha~a.comlpages~p~t.aspx?id=5AD890F8-F37C~177-ABAC-64E623CE795C (1 of 2)5/4/2004 7:04:37 AM 





TEVA Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd 

E) 

va And Alpharma Enter Into Agreement Relating To Gabapentin 

Salem, 
red 

ISrae!, AprSl28,2004 - Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. (Nasdaq: TEVA) announced today that it has 
into an agreement with Alpharma Inc. (NYSE:ALO) pertaining to pending Abbreviated New Drug Application9 

As) for gabapentin 600 mg and 800 mg tablets, and gabapentin 100 mg, 300 mg and 400 mg capsules, the 
oequivalent versions of Pfizer’s Neurontin@ Tablets and NeurontinQIJ Capsules. Neurontin@ Tablets and Neurontin@ 

sules had U.S. sales of over $2 billion for the twelve-month period ended December 31,2003 according to IMS. 

is awaiting final ANDA approval for the tablets. Teva 

harma will permit Teva USA to launch its gabapentin within Alpharma’s exclusivity 
men&, based on Teva USA’s sala, to Alpharma relating to the period of exclusivity. 
certain risk sharing arratjgements relating to patent litigation risks regarding a 

akov, President and CEO of Teva, commented: “ti are pleased to enter into this agreement with Alpharma. We 
this agreement will facilitate the introduction of the generic version of this important product and thereby 
reduce its cost to the U.S. consumer.” 

red in Israel, is among the top 30 pharmaceutical companies and among the 
world. The company develops, manufactures and markets generic and 
armaceutical ingredients. Close to 90% of Teva’s sales are in North 

ement under the U. S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Ati of 1995: This release contains forward-looking statements, which express 
Ive a number 6F known and unknown 

roduds, the impact 

latory authodty approvals, the regulatory environment and changes 
new pharmaceutical products and new therapies, uncertainties 
sold or in development. the impact of restructuring of clients, rekance 
ofher protections for innovative products, fluctuations in currency, 

n. Forward-looking Statements speak onl 
T&a’s Annual Report on Form 20-F and its other filings with the U. 
of the date on which they are made, and the Company undertakes 

obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a resutl of new information, future developments or otherwise. 

harmaceutical Industries Ltd. 
11) 972-2-589-2840 

ident and CEO 
North America 

rector, Investor Relations 
Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. 
972-3-926-7554 

http://www.tevapharm.com/pr/ZO~/pr_447.asp (1 of 2)5/2/2004 2:07:00 PM 
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